
Step into the inspiring world of Tintswalo Lodges at the click of a button 

 

A leopard sleeps gracefully amongst the veld, conserving his energy as the sweltering African sun beats 

down, while a herd of imposing elephants undertake similar preventative measures against the heat, 

hosing each other off in the cool embrace of the river, whilst frolicking about.  

 

The viewing of these gregarious and delightful sights that are frequent to Tintswalo Safari Lodge don’t 

necessarily have to be seen while on the back of the open vehicle guided tour, as avid travelers who can 

get away from the city can simply log onto one of Tintswalo’s dedicated social media platforms and view 

posted updates, photographs or videos. 

 

Visitors to Tintswalo Lodges dedicated Facebook gage and Twitter feed can gain first-hand insight into 

the awe-inspiring world of the group’s four premium lodges which fall under Tintswalo Lodges portfolio, 

consisting of Tintswalo Atlantic, Tintswalo Safari Lodge, Tintswalo Manor House, and Tintswalo at 

Waterfall.  

 

The interactive Facebook page is most informative and illuminating of these social media platforms. 

Visitors to this page will feel as if they have been transported directly into this luxurious world, with 

comprehensive descriptions and information on the day-to-day events at each of the lodges, as well as 

dynamic and vibrant images of the spectacular wildlife and wildness that pervades these areas.  

 

The exciting offering includes links to external articles and endorsements relating to the lodges, and a 

detailed ranger’s blog, in which a captivating and illuminating narrative provides a realistic description of 

the movements and activities of the animal population in the Manyeleti Game Reserve, where Tintswalo 

Safari Lodge and Tintswalo Manor House are located.  

 

Blog tourists will also gain great knowledge into the local game that can be viewed, with interesting and 

relevant facts provided about the wildlife present in the reserve.  

 

Twitter adherents will also gain a similar virtual tour under the moniker @Tintswalolodges, which 

operates under the username Tintswalo Collection. This feed regularly provides the Twitter community 

with updates, insights and photographs on the latest occurrences at these lodges.  

 

To keep up to date with the exciting happenings at these lodges on Facebook, users have to simply sign 

up to the social networking site and ‘like’ the Tintswalo Lodges page, while on Twitter, they also have to 

sing up and begin ‘following’ the Tintswalo Collection feed.  



 

Tintswalo Property Group CEO, Lisa Goosen says that the social platforms provide South Africans with a 

unique perspective to either of the Tintswalo Lodges. 

 

“Visitors to these social media pages can be taken on a virtual exploration of either of the lodges, and 

can view remarkable close up visuals leaving them with the feeling that they have just visited either 

lodge. 

 

“The everyday routine, videos and stunning pictorials of the wildlife and the general surroundings that 

can be viewed, are ultimately designed to provide a teaser to the general public of the memorable and 

inspiring holiday that awaits them at one of our prestigious lodges.” 

 

Click here to visit Tintswalo Lodges Facebook page, or here to follow Tintswalo Lodges on Twitter.  
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